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Ethnographic work often strives to represent a culture through epistemologies that divorce the fictional 
from the ontologically verifiable. American ethnographic practices during the 16th-20th centuries, 
however, often operated at the intersection of the poetic and the historical. In the case of many attempts to 
capture the spirit of Native American speech acts and customs many western authors wrote by employing 
poetic metaphor, synecdoche, and other literary stylistics that altered the cultural reception of the 
information that they were endeavoring to impartially present. Archivists, historians, and scholars of 
literature have noted a need to reinvestigate early American texts by reconsidering this conflation of the 
historical with the poetic, and by reading ethnographic endeavors as “scenarios” rather than texts Robert 
Lawrence Gunn, Sean P. Harvey, and others have produced apt arguments that western culture’s desire 
for archivable ethnographic texts contributed to the near-global perception of indigenous Americans as a 
culturally deficient nation of “noble savages” in decline. New investigations regarding the cultural 
perception of indigenous Americans during the 17th-20th centuries continue to abound, but few studies 
consider the poetic romanticisation that was linked, inextricably, to the respective stylistic choices and 
medium. For example, although they often catalog gesture, tone, and other forms of embodied 
performance, early ethnographic narratives often presented indigenous communication practices as a 
tragic failure to communicate via the preferred alphanumeric literacy practices that the ethnographer 
possessed and employed. This essay investigates several confluences of the ethnographic and the poetic in 
early American narratives of non-fiction. This essay turns to John Russell Bartlett, Roger Williams, 
Theodora Kroeber and the work of other early American ethnographers to investigate the impact that 
poetic rhetoric had in the representation and reception of indigenous cultures. Using the work of theorists 
such as Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, J. L. Austin, Diana Taylor, and others I also suggest an 
alternative methodology of reading 16th-20th century ethnographies to better account for this fissure in 
representation—a fissure that continues, even to this day, to portray Native Americans via a series of 
elegiac rhetoric. 
 
 
 
 


